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Wellbarrier software solution

The Wellbarrier Illustration Tool is a cloud-based solution with no local installation, available as a
subscription service – Software as a Service (SaaS). The principal purpose is to provide a digital solution
that will allow an Operating company to visualize, communicate and document well barrier definitions, in
a clear and consistent manner, regardless of which engineer has prepared the documentation.
The software is currently undergoing significant development to become a more comprehensive Well
Integrity Management System, the current philosophy and features are described in this document.

Mission
•

Reduce risk – prepare high quality well barrier illustrations to give stakeholders a clear and
common understanding of how the wells
are safeguarded

•

Provide an intuitive tool for visualization, communication and documentation of risk for all
stakeholders throughout the wells life cycle

•

Provide a holistic well integrity management solution to the oil and gas industry

History
The well barrier illustration concept was inaugurated in the early 1990s and has since been matured into a
state-of-the-art software solution, driven by Managing Director Tore Fjågesund, as a Schlumberger
technology. It is now available throughout the world to more than 40 operating entities.

In the early 2000s, Tore participated in writing the well integrity standard, NORSOK D-010: Well integrity in
Drilling and Well Operations.
The subsequent release of the standard raised the industry’s need to have access to sample well barrier
schematics, as exemplified in the standard. Following this, the company, Wellbarrier, was established in
2007. Tore has continued to participate in writing the current version of the NORSOK D-010 standard.
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During the last 12 years, the software solution has developed continuously to become a highly regarded
solution, taking advantage of the latest digital cloud architecture to allow consolidation and easy access to
well data and well barrier diagrams for all discipline engineers throughout the life cycle of the wells.

Well Integrity and the Well Barrier Philosophy
The company builds its philosophy and solution based on a two-barrier philosophy as described in
NORSOK D-010 and ISO 16530. The framework for this solution is based on the following:

1. Two-barrier philosophy

A logical way to mitigate risk is the application of a two-barrier
philosophy, where you have a primary well barrier envelope in
direct contact with the pressure/hydrocarbons, and is
encompassed by a secondary well barrier envelope.
The benefit of this philosophy is that when pressure tries to
escape from the well, we will always have protection behind
us. This provides an assurance of “belt and braces”—a
phrase that refers to taking double measures to avoid risk. It
gives us a reliable design to safeguard well activities and
reduce risk.
If it is not available or possible to have two independent
barriers in place, it is even more important to use well barrier
schematics to show how to best manage your well activity.

2. Ninety percent principle

Technical well barriers play a vital part in managing well integrity
and reducing risk.
Figuratively speaking, 90% of well integrity is about the technical
well barriers, which have the capability and strength to contain
pressure and hydrocarbons.
The organizational, operational, and functional barriers play a
smaller role to help maintain well integrity.

What if there is only one barrier?

It is worth emphasizing that even if two independent well barriers are not in place in the well, it is equally
important to make well barrier schematics to ensure that the stakeholders are aware of the vulnerability that
may exist in these wells.

Well Barrier Schematics

The philosophy is then used to produce clear to read and understand Well Barrier Schematics where the
components in the well is clearly identified. The primary and secondary well barrier elements are listed with
qualification and monitoring methods to give the stakeholders a one-page clear to understand and follow
description on how the well is planned to be safeguarded.
Monitoring of the barrier status through “traffic lights” and giving the well a color categorization will also
contribute to convey a clear message to the users.
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Subsequently the importance of definition and clarification of what these well barrier elements and well
barrier envelopes become of paramount importance and should be the core component in any Well
Integrity Management system.

Managing well integrity

If we manage the well barrier elements and envelopes, we also manage our well integrity. To establish a
well integrity management system without using the well barrier definition as the starting point appears to
be meaningless, as one may be working blindfolded and not visualize the complete “picture”.
It is also important to recognize that the well barrier definition is constantly changing as different well
activities are undertaken. It is therefore important to know at any time what is the current definition and
status of all the well barrier elements. This is a matter that applies to all well discipline engineers through
the life cycle of the well.
It is Wellbarrier’s ambition to use this fundamentally important component—the well barrier schematics and
definition—as a core component to build a well information repository where all discipline engineers can
work together with a common purpose of always having an up-to-date version of the well barrier definition
for any activity they are undertaking.
This will then also serve as a common repository for well data and information that is required by the
different discipline engineers at any time during the life cycle of the well.
Based on the Well Barrier Schematic being the core component in the well’s life cycle, we can now use this
to derive several associated products and services that is a natural part of the well characteristics.
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The Wellbarrier solution is based on the Operator possessing their own work processes and existing data
but needs a robust and coherent service and specific products to be made available rather than inventing
the well barrier/well integrity management solution themselves.
Wellbarrier offers a work process that will leverage on the customers’ data and return the necessary
products to manage the well barrier/well integrity management solution throughout the lifecycle of the well.

The specific products are presented on the following pages.
Wellbarrier offers the following unique features:
• Well barrier diagrams can be created for all other types of well activity during the well life cycle.
• Use of well barrier diagrams as a core and “yardstick” in the well integrity management.
• Use of clean and accurate illustrations to aid communication with the stakeholders.
• Provide a well data repository for all discipline engineers through the full life cycle of the well.
• A strong Wellbarrier team with world class resources, strong domain expertise, and a lean and
agile development team.

Pictured: Some of the Wellbarrier Management team with our developers and testers in Ho Chi Minh City.
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Output products

The following pages feature the output products that are available from the Wellbarrier software system. The
illustrations are accompanied by a brief text.
Note that this description does not describe the detailed views and dialog windows that are used to input
data and work on preparing the output products. The entire work process from reception of data from
customer to delivering the output products is the Contractor deliverable.
Throughout the presentation of all aspects relating to the well and well integrity we are actively using well
illustrations and the well barrier diagrams. This place the different views in an appropriate context and
makes it easy for the user to see and understand related implications.
Available products through the software will be:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Well illustrations
o Well Schematics (showing well curvature)
o Well barrier schematics
o Completion diagrams and assembly drawings – optional feature
Well construction data – Well Data
o Hole/casing configuration
o Rig/depth reference
o Completion data – optional feature
Formation, pore and fracture pressure curves
Well Control Action diagrams
Activity sequence diagrams
Risk assessment and well ranking – optional feature

Logical start-up page
When the user enters the software, there will be an intuitive and logical workflow helping the user to navigate
to the relevant features in the Wellbarrier Integrity Tool. The interaction between products and need for
preceding work preparation is obvious.
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Well input data
The source and starting point for all work pertaining to the well is based on access to relevant data. This data
is set up in a systematic manner, either manually or through an optional API (Application Programming
Interface) that will feed requested data from the Customers data sources to Wellbarrier Integrity Tool.
As the user is creating products and being asked for “Input data”, or data is imported automatically through
the API provided by Wellbarrier, all data is stored in a replicated “virtual” database. This data then becomes
available to all subsequent discipline engineers working on or visiting the portal. This data is also
subsequently used for all products and outputs created for the well in question. This data can always be
fetched and viewed by any user with access to the software.

File import
Different types of files can be uploaded to the system; rig/platform/site picture, BOP/X-mas tree picture,
Wellhead/X-mas tree GA drawings. Files are uploaded through clicking on relevant dialog window that will
open the browser and (picture) files can be uploaded.
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Well Illustration
Once data is set up for the well in question, the “Well Illustration” is the starting component for all
documentation relating to the well. This is initially shown as a vertical illustration and based on data manually
or automatically imported from Customers data bases. It is easy and intuitive to create by selection of
components from a system menu where all components can be configured to show specific details. It will
have a clear-to-see-and-understand hole configuration, top of cement, formations, perforations and principal
well components.

Well barrier Schematic
The “Well Barrier Schematic”, with defined barrier elements and envelopes, is created based on the well
illustration. The individual barrier elements are assessed, with respect to past verification and current status,
and given a “traffic light” status: green, yellow or red. The well’s overall categorization is set: green, yellow,
orange or red. The traffic light settings and categorization are intended to be semi-automated and more fully
automated within the next year.
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Well Schematic
A Well Schematic can be created based on the initial well illustration, the curvature can be set by manually
shaping the curvature in a simple and effective manner. In the future we will contemplate to couple this
feature with trajectory data and perform the shaping of the curvature in an automated manner.
The well schematic will contain more specific information about the components in the well, such as
completion string details.

Pore and Fracture pressure curves and lithology
“Pore and Fracture pressure curves and lithology” can be aligned with the Well Barrier Schematic to assess
formation strength at critical points in the overburden. This is particularly useful when assessing anomalies
or sustained casing pressure with respect to subsequent risk.
This feature also has a functionality where the cement log quality can be aligned with the casing cement
column on the well illustrations.
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Well Control Action
A well control action feature is available that will allow the user to create a flow diagram next to the
illustration. A lean and effective flow diagram editor will allow the user to set up a description of how a
potential undesirable event can be managed through a flow diagram as an upfront starting point for
incidents one may fear that can happen.

Sequence diagram
The software has a functionality where all or a selection of the prepared illustrations/well barrier diagrams
can be assembled in a sequence diagram. The illustrations can be presented 4 by 4 on screen or paper, or
you can send a file to a plotter and print a 3, 4, 5-meter long print will all your operational steps on one print
and hang this is operations rooms or outside the drilling supervisors office on the rig.
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Optional features

In addition to the offered core service, Wellbarrier has developed two optional features that are available at
a supplemental cost
•
•

Completion diagrams feature
Risk assessment feature to risk rank wells in a portfolio in an objective and consistent manner

Completion diagram
“Completion diagram” can be created to have a consistent representation of the installed completion. Tubular
and component data is manually or automatically input and is required to undertake a subsequent MAASP
calculation for the A-annulus.

Assembly drawings
“Assembly drawings” are set up separately for each completion assembly to show more specific details of
the assembly. This is done not to over-populate the completion diagram as well as securing access to specific
assembly information and data needed for the MAASP calculation.
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Risk Assessment
Once the well barrier definition is made, this is used as a basis for a FMECA type “Risk assessment” to be
performed. The purpose of this risk assessment is be able to compare all well types or individual wells with
each other through a normalization algorithm that allows different wells and environmental conditions to be
compared on equal terms to create an overall company overview.
The risk assessment is prepopulated with failure modes for all relevant well barrier elements with a preset
failure probability that can be adjusted by a Customer administrator.
It should be noted that the risk assessment as currently available is intended for risk ranking of a wells
portfolio, and not for risk assessment of individual well activities when performing work on the well.

Risk ranking
The “Risk ranking” results from the risk assessment are made available through an overview of the wells
where the ones with the highest risk number are the candidates that will require the most attention.
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We are also contemplating a view where the risk of the well portfolio is illustrated on a graph along with the
production rate of the wells. This will have a relevance for wells that are shut in, to assess the upside potential
of bringing the well back on stream.
By taking into consideration the production rate, we can immediately see that sample wells A34 and SA08
are the ones we should focus our attention on first. So, in terms of value and purpose, as a well integrity
engineer, the user can prioritize his effort and have compelling justification to request any funding for
remediation work.
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Reporting

Administrators of the system will have access to statistical features.
If the users have set up well categorization and is actively using the well barrier element traffic light feature,
he will be able to extract a well categorization overview of the Company’s well portfolio at any level in the
organization. This will also give an overview of well barrier elements that have failed or are weakened.

The Administrator will also have access to an overview of usage in the organization per time interval, work
location and activity discipline:
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Support services

Support is available through a “Need help?” feature in the bottom right corner of the work screen.
• This contains a context-based User Manual (see extract further below)
• A “Contact us” feature allows the user to raise queries or ask questions about problems, usage or
advise. This allows screen pictures to be uploaded and will submit information to our advisors or
developers who can investigate the issue and remedy or give advice.
• Contact can also be made to Wellbarrier’s technical support team at support@wellbarrier.com,

Context based User manual (sample view).
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Well integrity value chain

Managing wells consists of several elements, with well barrier illustrations being used as a core for several
outputs in different contexts. Throughout the well’s life cycle, the well barrier elements change as we transit
from planning to execution, then to operation, to intervention and finally to plug and abandonment (P&A).
Therefore, it is a requirement for all stakeholders in the oil and gas industry to have an integrated and
robust well integrity value chain.

Upcoming modules

Wellbarrier will have available modules necessary to provide a complete well integrity value chain. This will
be your well integrity portal for all drilling and well activities for every well in your entire well portfolio.
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